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Key Christine Lagarde, Minister of the
Economy and Finances, at the Stability

in the Euro Area conference in
Brussels Stability in the Euro area The

stability pact will help us fight
unemployment, and reduce the budget

deficits. The pact will enable better
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coordination, and help us safeguard
our financial sector. The fight against
low growth and unemployment in the
euro area is key for strengthening the
stability of the euro. Such a policy can

only be delivered with the stability
pact. The 7th stability pact will: speed

up the recovery of our economies,
with more growth, less unemployment,
and more jobs. help us return to fairer
competition in Europe, with greater
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jobs and more growth. help us protect
our financial sector, with stronger

banks that are more relevant to people.
Such a pact is needed to ensure that
the European Union makes a strong

recovery in the coming years.Q:
Python3 Find all patterns in a file,

store and print them to a new file? I'm
trying to read a file where every line
has a list of strings which I want to

search for a certain pattern and then
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search for a similar pattern and so on,
until I find the full pattern. Example:
"PATTERN1: foobar" "PATTERN2:
foobar" "PATTERN1: foobar" For

every pattern, store all lines with the
pattern in a new file (e.g. pattern1.txt)
and print all the found patterns. Then I

would go on and search for other
patterns in this file. I have found a

solution for this in Python 2.7 which
looked like this: import re f =
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open("file.txt",'r') first = True patterns
= [] with open("file.txt", "w") as

write_file: for line in f: if first: first =
False continue if "PATTERN" in line:

found_pattern =
re.findall(r'PATTERN:\s*', line)
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